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INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to find new examples of Cohen-Macaulay (and 
non-Cohen-Macaulay) rings among the coordinate rings of the unions of 
regular varieties. The Cohen-Macaulayness as well as other properties 
(seminormality, Buchsbaumness, etc.) was studied extensively for two- 
dimensional varieties [Z, 5, 111. However, for larger dimensions not much 
was known besides the Reisner Theorem [lo] which gives an equivalent 
combinatorial condition for the coordinate ring of the unions of “coor- 
dinate” linear subspaces (Stanley-Reisner or face rings [ 123) to be 
Cohen-Macaulay. 
The method used in this paper is to represent a ring as the section ring of 
a sheaf on a poset and then to apply Theorem 6.4 of [ 131. More precisely, 
for a finite set Q of alline regular varieties we consider the poset X(a) of all 
intersections of elements of 0 and the sheaf &‘(a) on X(o) of the coordinate 
rings of these intersections. The restriction of regular functions defines a 
monomorphism p from the coordinate ring R of U,,, u to the section ring 
S of d(c). The above-mentioned result form [13] can be applied to R only 
if the two following restrictive conditions hold: 
(1) p is epimorphic, 
(2) d(a) is flasque. 
In particular, (1) and (2) imply that 
(3) for every subset T of CT, the sum of the ideals of the elements of T 
is a radical ideal [13, Proposition 1.31. 
The condition (1) was studied in the series of papers [ 1, 2, 3, 111 where it 
was called CRT (Chinese Remainder Theorem). In particular, it was 
proved that if (3) holds then (1) is equivalent to the seminormality of R. 
On the other hand, (2) means that (1) holds for each set of varieties 
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{w n u 1 u E 0, v r6 W) where w  E X(o). Hence the results on CRT can be 
applied to (2) also. 
In Section 1 of this paper, we prove (Proposition 1.1) that the conditions 
(1) and (2) are equivalent to (3) and the distributivity of the lattice 
generated by the ideals of the varieties of G. A part of this result was stated 
in [13]. 
In Section 2, we apply Proposition 1.1 to the simplest case: affine sub- 
spaces. It is proved (Therem 2.1) that to satisfy (2) the subspaces should be 
“coordinate”; i.e., the coordinate ring of their union is the face ring of a 
simplicial complex [ 121. The result is negative, it says that Theorem 6.4 of 
[13] cannot give new examples of Cohen-Macaulay unions of alline sub- 
spaces. On the other hand, the result gives a new characterization of the 
face rings. 
In Section 3, we consider more general regular varieties. Since intersec- 
tions of varieties is as a rule reducible we do not assume the irreducibility. 
This forces us to study the posets X(a, a) of the irreducible components of 
elements of X((T) passing through a point 01. Each of these posets is 
provided with the localization d(o, a) of the sheaf d(o) at a. If dimension 
of stalks of &(g, a) decreases without gaps along X((T, U) we say that G is 
gradual. Since this condition follows from the Cohen-Macaulayness 
(Corollary 5.6), it is not restrictive for our purposes. If cr is gradual then the 
distributivity of the ideal lattice reduces to a very simple combinatorial 
property of X(a, a) (Theorem 3.2). This result is a generalization of [2, 
Theorem 31. 
Section 4 is devoted to our main class of examples: the generalized face 
rings. The definition of these rings copies the definition of the face rings of 
simplicial complexes [12] but instead of indeterminants we substitute an 
arbitrary system of polynomials in sufficiently general position. The main 
result here (Theorem 4.6) says that the generalized face ring of a complex K 
is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if K itself is Cohen-Macaulay [ 121; i.e., the 
link of every simplex is a homological bouquet of spheres. 
Finally, in Section 5, we consider two cases when rank of X(a) or dimen- 
sion of the varieties is so small that the flasque condition becomes 
unnecessary. In particular, we give (Corollary 5.8) a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for the seminormal coordinate ring of the union of two- 
dimensional regular varieties to be Cohen-Machaulay. For planes, this 
result was proved in [S, Corollary 5.91. In general, it is closely related to 
[ 11, Corollary 3.51. 
Throughout the paper, all rings are commutative and the terminology 
and basic results of Commutative Algebra are used often without reference. 
Most of them can be found in [6,8]. For a finite set X, 1 XI means the car- 
dinality of X. If X is a poset (partially ordered set) then X”P is the same set 
with the opposite order and also J?= (y~X1 y<x), X,= {y~Xl y>x}, 
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and X.X = { y E X( y 2 x} (x E X). A poset is atomic if each of its elements is 
the least upper bound ( v ) of some atoms. A poset X is ranked if for every 
x E X all maximal increasing chains ending at x have the same length called 
rank of x (rk(x)). Then rk(X) is the maximal length of a chain in X. 
Finally, a poset X is a prelattice if every pair of its elements with some 
upper bound has a least upper bound. For a finite poset it is equivalent to 
the similar condition on greatest lower bounds ( A ). 
A sheaf & of rings (or algebras) on a poset X is a functor from X regar- 
ded as a small category to the category of rings (algebras). In other words, 
d is a collection of rings (stalks) A,X, XEX, and ring homomorphisms 
P . A, 4 A, (structural homomorphisms) for x <y such that pZYpYX = pZX yx . 
for all x<y<z. The section ring of JZ! is r(d)= {sE@,~~A,I s(y)= 
p&x), x < y, x, y E X} , Section rings have been considered in the literature 
also under the names of inverse limits of rings, pullbacks, and glued rings. 
In this paper, we consider only the sheaves such that all the restrictions 
p:: r(&‘) -+ A, (x E X) are surjective. In particular, all pvX are surjective 
(x, y E X, x < y). If all puX have non-zero kernels we call d sharp. If the 
restriction T(d) + ~(Jz! ( U) is epimorphic for every open UC X (i.e., such 
that x E U and y > x implies y E U) then d is called flasque. 
1. ARRANGEMENTS WITH FLASQUE SHEAVES 
Throughout this paper F will be an algebraically closed field and n a 
positive integer. By arrangement we mean a finite set 0 = (vi, . . . . uk} of 
closed subsets of A” (the afftne n-space over F) such that there are no 
inclusions among ui and nf=, vi # @. For every arrangement rr we define a 
finite poset X(o) and a sheaf d(o) of rings on X(a) as follows. The poset 
X(o) is the set of all intersections of ui provided with the order opposite to 
inclusion. In particular, X(a) has k atoms u, , . . . . ok. For every x E X(a), the 
stalk A, of d(c) is the coordinate ring of x. If x < y (x, y E X(a)) the struc- 
tural homomorphism puX of &(a) is the natural restriction A, + A,. 
Clearly, X(a) is an atomic prelattice with a unique maximal element and 
&(a) is a sharp sheaf of F-algebras on X(a). If R is the coordinate ring of 
U:= i ui then the restriction of regular functions defines an algebra 
monomorphism p: R + S = f(d). In general, p is not surjective. For every 
x E X(a) we denote by pX the natural restriction R --) A, which is clearly an 
epimorphism. We put P, = Ker pX, x E X(o), and denote by L the lattice 
generated by the ideals Pi= P,,(i = 1, . . . . k) in the lattice of all ideals of R 
(with respect to the operations of summation and intersection). Also, we 
denote by pi the evaluation map S-+ A, (i.e., p:(s) = s(x), XE X(O)). 
Clearly, p: are ring homomorphisms and since p1 = p:. p, they are surjec- 
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tive. Thus the ideals Pi = Ker p: = {s E S) s(x) = 0) of S are radical (as well 
as P,) and PI,np(R)=p(P,), x~X(a). 
To make the statement of the following proposition shorter, we 
introduce the extended poset x(:(a) = X(a) u {u} with u < x for every x E X. 
We extend d(o) to a sheaf a(a) on f(a) putting A,= R and pxv =px, 
x E X(a). We also put P, = 0. Note that g(a) is flasque if and only if &(a) 
is flasque and p is surjective. For every x E %((a), we also denote by a(x) the 
arrangement of all minimal (by inclusion) elements of {x v vi 1 ui < x} and 
by R(x) the coordinate ring of lJII,. 0(.y) w. Note that a(x) consists of the 
successors of x in X(a). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent : 
(i) a(a) isflasque; 
(ii) (a) Every IE L is a radical ideal and (b) L is distributive; 
(iii) (a) For every subset v c { 1, 2, . . . . k}, the ideal xi, v Pi is radical 
and (b) for every XE y(o) the set of ideals {Ker pyl I ye a(x)} of A, 
satisfies (WCRT), for all 13 2 (see [ 11). 
Besides, if A, are seminormal for all x E X(a) then the conditions (i)-(iii) are 
equivalent to 
(iv) Every I E L is radical and R/I is seminormal; 
(v) For every subset v c { 1, . . . . k}, the ideal CicV Pi is radical andfor 
every x E T(a), R(x) is seminormal. 
Proof Put X= f(a). (i) = (ii) First, we prove that for every two sub- 
sets Y and Z of X 
pyp, + n p,= n p,, (1.1) 
x E z .XEYVZ 
where YvZ={~VZJ~EY,ZEZ}. For that fix aEnxGYhZP, and 
define s, = 0 if x E Y and s, = p,(a) if x E Z\ Y. Due to the choice of a, there 
exists a section t of &(a) over the minimal open set U containing Y u Z 
such that t(x) = s, for x E Y u Z (clearly U = { y I y > x for some x E Y u Z). 
Since &?(a) is flasque, there exists an element b E R such that p(b) = t. In 
particular, this means that p,(b) =0 if XE Y, i.e., b E n,, y P,, and 
p,(a-b)=O if XGZ, i.e., a-bEn,.,P,. Thus aEn,,rP, +nJEZPx 
and we have n,, y v z P, c n,, y P, + filsz P,. Since the opposite 
inclusion is obvious, the proof of (1.1) is complete. 
Now, we consider the set L’ = {n,, y P, 1 Y c X} of ideals of R. Since L’ 
contains P,(i = 1, . . . . k), is closed with respect to intersection and, according 
to (l.l), is closed with respect to summation of ideals, we have L’ 1 L. In 
particular, (ii)(a) holds. Since X is atomic, (1.1) also implies that for every 
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XEX we have Px=CvgGx Pie L whence L’ = L. Now, to complete the 
proof of (ii)(b) it suffices to show that for every subset Y, Z, and W of X 
(n px+ n ~~)n(,~~~~)=(,,?,,p~)+(~.~"~p.~)- (1.2) XE Y x E z 
Using (l.l), the equality (1.2) is equivalent to 
A(Yv au W=L4(Yu w v (Zu W)), (1.3) 
where p(U) for U c X is the set of all atoms of U. The equality (1.3) follows 
from the obvious inlusion (Y v Z) u WC (Yu W) v (Zu W) and from the 
easily provable inclusion p( ( Y u W) v (Z u W)) c ( Y v Z) u W. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Since Ciev Pi6 L, the statement (iii)(a) is immediate. 
Since in general the ideal of the intersection of closed subsets of an afhne 
space is the radical of the sum of the ideals of these subsets, (iii)(a) implies 
that p, = C,, G .1 Pi for all XE X and hence P, E L. Now, since 
Ker pyx = PJP, for y > x (x, y E X), the statement (iii)(b) follows from the 
distributivity of L. 
(iii)*(i). As above (iii)(a) implies that P, = Cv,g.x Pi for all XE X 
Hence, P, + P, is radical (and equal to P, v 4.) for all x, y EX and 
Ker pyr + Ker P=.~ is radical for all x, y, z E X such that y > x and z > x. 
Now, Proposition 1.3 (implication (1) * (4)) of [l] implies that the 
natural restriction A= + r(d 1 X2) is surjective for every z E X. Using this 
and induction on Xop, one can easily prove that a section over an open 
subset of X can be extended to X. 
Now, we assume that A, is seminormal for every XE X(a). The 
implication (iv) =E. (v) is immediate since R(x) = Ax/n,. acxj Ker pyx N 
wn yco(l) P,, and P, E L due to the first part of (iv). The implication 
(v) * (iii) follows from the implication (1) =S (3) of Theorem 2 of [2] 
applied to the ring R(x) and the set of its ideals { Pg/nzE,,,,, Pz}vaa~x~. 
Finally, if we assume (i) and consequently (ii) then every IE L can be 
represented as Z = n, E y P, for some Yc X(o) and the set (P,I XE Y> 
satisfies (WRCT), for all 1. Now, (iv) follows from the implication (1) =S (4) 
of Proposition 1.3 of [ 1 ] and Theorem 2.1 of [ 11. 
Remark 1.2. It follows from the proof that conditions (i)-(iii) are also 
equivalent to the following property of L. Let L(X) be the lattice of all 
non-empty cochains of X ordered as follows: Y < Z ( Y, Z E L(X)) if for 
every ZE Z there exists y E Y such that y <z. Then the mapping 
y+n,,, P,, YE L(X), is an isomorphism of L(X) onto L. 
Remark 1.3. Clearly & is flasque if and only if d 18, is flasque for 
every i, 1 Q i ,< k. Thus Proposition 1.1 yields conditions, equivalent to d 
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being flasque. To obtain these conditions explicitly, one should substitute 
Rj = A,, (for each i) instead of R and the set { Ker p,,, 1 w  E a(~~)} of ideals 
of Ri instead of {Pr, . . . . Pk}. 
2. ARRANGEMENTS OF SUBSPACES 
In this section, we consider an arrangement (r = (ul, . . . . uk} of affine sub- 
spaces of A”. Without loss of generality we can also assume that of= I ui 
contains the origin and regard each vi as a linear subspace of a linear space. 
Our main result about such arrangements is as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let o= {ul, . . . . ok } be an arrangement of linear subspaces 
of a linear space V (of dimension n). Then the following conditions are 
equiualen t: 
(i) The sheaf 2(o) isflasque; 
(ii) There exists a basis in V such that euery ui E a is spanned by a 
part of this basis; 
(iii) The coordinate ring R of ut= 1 vi is the face (Stanley-Reisner) 
ring of a simplicial complex. 
Proof. The implication (ii) * (iii) is obvious and (iii) =S (i) is 
Proposition 7.6 of [ 131. To prove (i) =z. (ii), we need a lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let W be a finite dimensional linear space and L a finite 
sublattice of the lattice L(W) of all subspaces of W. if L is distributiue then 
there exists a basis in W such that every element of L is spanned by a part of 
that basis. 
Proof: Factorizing by n, E L u, we can assume that the minimal element 
of L is {O}. We apply induction with respect to L. Let u E L, u # { 0}, and a 
linearly independent system e = (ei, . . . . ek) is already constructed so that 
every u E L, u < U, is spanned by a part of e. Besides, we assume that for 
every i, ei E w  for some w  E L, w $ u. If u has more than one predecessor 
then u is the sum of certain smaller subspaces from L and is spanned by a 
part of e also. If u has only one predecessor y (is join-irreducible) then we 
can find a linearly independent system e’ = (ek+ i, . . . . e,) such that 
u = y + (e’) and y n (e.) = 0. To complete the proof, it suffkes to show 
that cue’ is linearly independent. Indeed, we have u n (e) c 
UnC,,.u=C,,. (unu)cy whence (e)n(e)=O and the result 
follows. 
Proof of(i) =z= (ii) of Theorem 2.1. Since k?(a) is flasque, we can identify 
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R and S= Z(d(a)). We also denote by Zj the ideal of uj in 
A = F[X,) .*., X,], 1 <j d k. Clearly all the ideals Zj are homogeneous, 
R=A ;I, 
I 
and Pi = Ii 
j= 1 i 
fi Zj for all i, 1 < id k. Proposition 1.1 
j= 1 
((i) + (ii)) implies that I,, . . . . Zk generate a distributive (whence finite) sub- 
lattice L’ of the lattice L,(A) of all homogeneous ideals of A. Let L(V) be 
the lattice of all subspaces of the linear space V. Define the mapping 
4: L,(A) + L( V) taking d(Z) for ZE L,,(A) to be the annihilator of the com- 
ponent of degree 1 of Z. Clearly, 4 is a lattice epimorphism of L,,(A) onto 
Lop(V) and d(Zi) = vi, i= 1, . . . . k. This implies that vi, . . . . ok generate a 
distributive lattice in L(V) and (ii) follows immediately from Lemma 2.2. 
3. GRADUAL REGULAR ARRANGEMENTS 
In this section, we will find a simple condition on certain arrangements G 
of regular affine varieties equivalent to &(a) being flasque. Since our 
ultimate goal is to study the Cohen-Macaulayness of coordinate rings, we 
will restrict our considerations to a class of arrangements suitable for 
Theorem 6.4 of [ 131. 
We say that an arrangement g = {ul, . . . . uk} is regular if for every r c (T 
the set n,,,, ui is a regular variety (not necessarily irreducible) and C,,,, Ii 
is a radical ideal (here, as above, Zi is the ideal of ui in F[X, , . . . . X,,] ). In 
particular, this implies that for every x E X(a) we have P, = C,, c x P,. 
Equivalently, P, v ,, = P, + P.” for all x, y E X(O). The regularity of an 
arrangement is a typical assumption in papers on the siminormality of 
unions of varieties (see, e.g., [7,9]). 
If 0 is a regular arrangement then the stalks of &(a) are regular rings 
but not necessarily integral domains. At the same time, their localizations 
at prime ideals are integral domains which justifies a local approach. First, 
we will prove a result about localizations which is a generalization of [13, 
Theorem 2.1; 3, Proposition 2.21. We fix an arbitrary finite poset X and a 
sheaf & = (A,, p,,} of rings on X with the evoluation maps p:: S = 
Z(d) + A,, x E X. As usual, we put Px = Ker p:, x E X. Now, let P be a 
prime ideal of S. We put Y=X’={XEXIP:CP) and note that Y#QI 
and the localizations of A, and pyx at P in the category of S-modules form 
a sheaf J& of rings on Y. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) S, x Z( dp). (ii) ~4 is j7asque if and only if s4$ is 
jlasque for every prime ideal P of S. 
Proof: First we describe two constructions which will be used several 
times in the proof. 
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(a) Suppose that Y # X and denote by zI, ,,,, zk the atoms of X\ Y. Since 
Pig d P, i = 1, . . . . k, and P is prime, we have nf=, Pi, e! P. Fix an element 
UE of= r Pi,\P. If Y=X put u= 1. Note that for every SE f(&$ Y) there 
exists SE S such that F(x) = u(x) s(x) for every x E Y and S(y) = 0 for 
y E X\ Y. Also, if s(x) ~5 P/P: for some x E Y then ?# P. 
(b) Suppose that for every XE Y we are given Q,EA,. Choose S,E S 
such that s,(x) = a, and denote by ii the restriction of a’ = n,,, ,, s, from X 
to Y. Note that 6(x) =b,ra, for some b,~ A, and every XE Y. Also, if 
a,$ P/PI, for every XE Y then s,+! P and a’# P. This implies that 
Z(x) 4 P/PI, for all x E Y and hence b, .$ P/P:. 
(i) We define the map f: S, + r(dP) by f(s/t)(x)=s(x)/t(x) for 
every x E Y, s E S, t E S\ P. Clearly, f is a well-defined ring homomorphism. 
Let us prove that f is injective. Suppose f(s/t) = 0; i.e., for every XE Y 
there exists a,cA,\(P/P~) such that a,s(x) =O. Applying (a) and (b), we 
put b = ii E r(&’ 1 Y) and consider 6~ S. We have 6s = 0 and 6# P which 
implies that s/t = 0 in S,. 
Finally, we prove that f is surjective. Let r E r(z$) and for every x E Y, 
represent r(x) = s,/t.,, s., E A,, and t, E A,\(P/P:). Using (b), we can find 
v, $ P/P: such that u,t, = i(x) and put sl, = u,s, which yields r(x) = s:/?(x), 
x E Y. Since Y E T(Js$,), for each x < y from Y there exists d,. E A,,\(P/P-1,) 
such that 
4.AP,.r(~:) - $1 = 0. (3.1) 
Now put d,,=n,<,a,,, YE Y, u.~=~(x)s:, XE Y, and b=ai. Then (3.1) 
yields ~,,Ju,~) - uy = 0 for every x <y from Y, i.e., a, = u(x) for an element 
UE r(& ( Y). Finally, consider ti and 6 from S (see (a)). Since for every 
y E Y we have dvv $ P/P.;, this yields a(y) 4 P/PI. Similarly, I(y) # P/P:, 
whence (z)(y) $ P/PI, and 6 4 P. Hence a/6 E S,. At the same time, for 
every XE Y we have $(6//6)(x) = ti(x)/&x) = u(x) a(x)/u(x) b(x) = 
Z(X) Q?(x) r(x) = I(X), which completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) First assume that d is flasque. Let U be an open subset of Y and 
V the minimal open subset of X containing U, Clearly Vn Y= U, i.e., 
U= {xc V(PLcPj. Since d is flasque, the restriction p,,:S+T(d) V) is 
surjective whence its localization pz: S, + T(d) V), is also surjective. 
Now, the surjectivity of the restriction cLi: r(J111,) --) T(J$ 1 U) follows 
immediately from the commutativity of the diagram 
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Here Py= Ker pv and fy is the isomorphism from (i) applied to d 1 V 
instead of d. 
Now assume that J%’ is not flasque. Then there exists ZE:X such that the 
restriction p(z): A i z f(&’ ( xZ) -+ F(d 1 X,) is not surjective. Consider the 
non-zero A.-module N= Coker p(z) and fix a prime ideal P, of AZ such 
that N, # 0. Viewing A,, r(&’ 1 X,), and N as S-modules (via pZ : S + A,) 
we have N,#O where P=p-‘(P,); i.e., pp(z): (AZjp+ f(~&‘/Ix~)~ is not 
surjective. Now we construct the map 4: T(& 1 XZ) -+ r(dp/ X;‘) by 
$W)(x) = ~(X)MX)~ SE f(dlX,), t eS\P, XE Xc. Clearly f$ is a well- 
defined S-module homomorphism. Let us prove that 4 is injective. Suppose 
&s/f) = 0; i.e., for every xE Xp there exists a,,EA,\(P/P:) such that 
a,s(x) = 0. This implies that (a’s)(x) = 0 for XE X! where a’ is the element 
of S\P constructed in (b). (We apply that construction to Xr instead of 
Y.) Now, if +vi, . . . . w, are successors of z which are not in X!, we can find 
an element b E nf= i P,,\P (cf. (a)). We have ba’e S\P and (ba’s)(y)=O 
for every yeX,. Hence s/t = 0. To complete the proof it remains to note 
that 4. pp(z) is the restriction (A,)p = ~(J$I -Yr) + ~(Jz$ J X,‘) whence J$ 
is not flasque. 
When we introduced in Section 1 the sheaf &(a) for an arbitrary 
arrangement 0 we remarked that &‘(g) is sharp. However, the sheaves 
&(G)~ may not be sharp for some prime ideals P of S= r(&(a)). If 
u= {v,, . ..) vk} is regular then it is easy to get rid of the non-sharp sheaves. 
To do that we consider for every point a E we=, ui the poset X(a, a) of the 
irreducible components of elements of X(a) passing through o! and ordered 
opposite to inclusion. We also put Y(a) = {XE X(a)/ a EX}. Clearly, the 
map rt,: X’(a) +X(0, a), such that x&=rc,(x) is the component of x 
through cc, is monotone, surjective, and not necessarily injective. Also 
X(0, ~1) is an atomic prelattice with x, v yr = (x ny), (although in general 
(x n~)~ #x, ny,). The poset X’(o) has a unique maximal element u(a) 
The point c1 defines a miximal ideal of A.(,) and hence its preimage M(M) in 
S. Then x” = XM’a) and d(o),(,, is the pull back of a sheaf &(a, a) on 
X(a, a). The sheaf &(r~, a) has the same set of stalks and structural 
homomorphisms as &(a),(,, and the same section ring Swca) (due to 
Proposition 3.1). Clearly, this sheaf is always sharp and flasque if and only 
if &(a),,,, is flasque. 
Now, using notation of Proposition 3.1, we assume additionally that all 
A, are integral domains; i.e., the ideals P.: are prime. We say that J&’ is 
gradual if X is ranked and ht(P(,) = rk(x) - 1 for all x E X. Note that if x is 
an atom of X then P!! is a minimal prime ideal of S and the equality holds 
always. If u = (u, , . . . . uk} is a regular arrangement then we say that CT is 
gradual if d(5, E) is a gradual sheaf for every CY. E !Jf=, ui. In other words, 
this means that dim, ui does not depend on i for OL E ui and whenever y suc- 
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ceeds x in X(a) either dim, y = dim, x (i.e., y, = x,) or dim, y = dim, x - 1. 
It will be shown later (Corollary 5.6) that a regular arrangement o with the 
Cohen-Macaulay section ring r(&‘(o)) is in fact gradual. At the same time 
this is an easily verifiable condition. 
The main result of this section is the following generalization of 
Theorem 3 of [2]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let o = (u, , . . . . vk) be a gradual regular arrangement. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) d(o) isflasque; 
(ii) For every C(E U:=, ui, w~X(o, tl) and distinct successors wl, w2, 
and w3 of w in X(a, a) we have w3 6 w, v w2. 
To prove the theorem we need a simple lemma (which will be 
generalized in Section 5). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let D be a ring and (r,, r2, r3) a D-regular sequence in D. If 
Ji is the principal ideal of D generated by ri (i= 1, 2, 3) then we have 
(Jl+J,)n(J,+J,)=J,+J,J,. 
Proof Clearly, it suffices to prove the inclusion (J1 + J,) n (J1 + J3) c 
J,+J,J3. Let rE(J1+JZ)n(J,+J,). This means that r=ar,+br,= 
crl + dr3 for some a, b, c, d E D whence dr, = (a - c) rl + br,. Then the con- 
dition of the lemma implies that d= er, +fr, for some e, f E D whence 
r=(c+er,)r,+frZr3EJ,+JzJj. 
Proof of 3.2 (i) * (ii). Suppose that d(o) is flasque but (ii) does not 
hold; i.e., there exist tx E Uf=, vi, w  E X(a, a), and successors wi, w2, and w3 
of w  in X(0, a) such that 
w,<w, v  w2. (3.2) 
To simplify the notation put J$‘((T, a) = d = (A,, pYx 1 x, y E X(0, c(), 
x < y}. Also put Ki= Ker p,,,,, i= 1,2, 3. Since (T is regular, all Ki and their 
sums are prime ideals of the regular local ring A, and (3.2) implies that 
K, c K, + Kz . Since d is gradual, ht( Ki) = 1 whence Ki are principal for all 
i. Using again that d is gradual, we have ht(K, + K,) = ht(K, + K2) = 2 
whence K1 + K, = K, + K2. 
Due to Proposition 3.1, d is flasque and thus Proposition 1.1 and 
Remark 1.3 imply the distributivity for Ki, i= 1,2, 3. In particular 
K,+KZ=(K1+KZ)n(K,+K,)=K,+K,K,=K,+(K,+K,)2. (3.3) 
Since the localization of A,. at K, + K, is a regular local ring of dimen- 
sion 2 and ht(K,) = 1, (3.3) leads to a contradiction, 
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(ii)*(i). Suppose that &(a) is not flasque. According to 
Proposition 1.1 and Remark 1.3, there exist wax and its successors 
w,, . . . . w,(123) such that 
I-I I- 1 
K,+ () Kif 0 (Kl+Kz), (3.4) 
i= 1 i= 1 
where again Ki = Ker P,,,+., i = 1, . . . . 1. Without loss of generality, we can 
also assume that 1 is the minimal integer with this property. There exists a 
maximal ideal M of A = A, such that 
I- I /-1 
Ql+ n Qi# n (Qt+QiL (3.4') 
i= I i= I 
where Qi = (Ki)M, i = 1, . . . . 1. In particular for every i, A4 3 Qi, Qi # 0, 
Qj # Q,Ci #A, and 
i-2 l-2 
Q,+ 0 Qi= n (Q,+QJ. (3.5) 
i= 1 i= 1 
Let c1 be the point of w  corresponding to M. Then (w,)~, i = 1, . . . . 1, are dis- 
tinct successors of w, in X(a, CC) and Qi is the kernel of the structural 
homomorphism of d(cr, a) from A, to the stalk at (x,)~. Since &(a, a) is 
gradual, Q, is a prime ideal of height one of a regular local ring A, whence 
it is principal. Thus the both sides of (3.5) can be written as Q, + ni:: Qi 
and (3.4’) is equivalent to 
(3.6) 
Denoting by yi a generator of Qi (i= 1, . . . . f) and applying Lemma 3.3, we 
obtain that (q,, q,- r, q, .. . q,-2) is not an AM-regular sequence, i.e., 
aql ,..q1-2EQ,+Q,-, for some aEA,\(Q,+Q[-,). Since the ideal 
Q, + PI- 1 is prime, we have qi E Q, + Q,- , for some i, 1~ id I- 2, i.e., 
:/)c QI+ Q,- 1. This implies that (w,), < (w,), v (w,- I)cr which contradicts 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf o= {v,,..., vk) is a gradual regular arrangement of 
hypersurfaces of A" then S?(O) is jlasque if and only if the condition (ii) of 
Theorem 3.2 holds and besides 
vl ti fvin vj)a (3.7) 
for all distinct i, j, and I and a E lJ*= , vi. 
Remark 3.5. The condition (3.7) itself is equivalent to the surjectivity of 
p: R + S, i.e., the seminormality of R. 
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4. GENERALIZED FACE RINGS OF COMPLEXES 
In this section, we introduce a class of examples to which the techniques 
developed above can be applied. 
Let n be a positive integer and M the maximal homogeneous ideal of 
A = F[Xl) . ..) X,], i.e., M= C;=, AX,. A finite subset p = (pi, . . . . p,} of M 
called non-singular if for every m-permutation (i1, . . . . i,) of 
;“*, . ..) n}( 1 6 m < n) the rank of the Jacobian matrix of (pi,, . . . . pi,) at every 
common zero of pi,, . . . . pi, is equal to m. 
Let us observe several properties of non-singular sets. For every 
T c { 1, . ..) n}, we denote by I, the ideal of A generated by {pi) i E r }. 
For every z c { 1, . . . . n}, the ring A/I, is regular and its 
localization at every maximal ideal has dimension n - 1 r I. (4.1) 
See, for example, [8, (29.A)]. 
Every ideal I,(z c { 1, . . . . n} ) is radical. (4.2) 
Proof Denote by J the radical of Z,. It suffices to prove that the 
localization of the A-module J/Z, at every maximal ideal I of A is zero. If 
Z, d I this is obvious since J,= (Z7)t= A,. If II I, and hence 2~ J this 
follows from (4.1) which implies that (I,), is prime. 
Every permutation of p is an A-regular system. (4.3) 
Proof Fix zc{l,..., n}(t#@) and iE {l,..., n>\~. Assume that upigZ, 
for some a E A. Since due to (4.2), I, is radical, it suffices to prove that 
u(a) = 0 at any common zero a of {p, lj~ r>. If p,(a) # 0 this is obvious. If 
p,(a) =0 this follows from the definition of a non-singular system after 
differentiation at a. 
Fix a positive integer d and consider every polynomial p E M of 
degree < d as a point in the affine space AN(I) where N(d) = 
Cf= 1 (j+ 1-l). Then all non-singular ordered sets of such 
polynomials form a dense open (in Zariski topology) set in AnNcd). (4.4) 
This follows immediately from Elimination Theory. 
The property (4.4) will not be used in this paper. It is stated here only 
because it shows that an arbitrary system of n polynomials from A4 in 
sufficiently general position is non-singular. 
Now, let K be a simplicial complex with n vertices identified with 
1, 2, . ..) n and jj= {p,, . . . . pn} a non-singular (ordered) set in A = 
F[X,, . . . . X,]. Denote by 1(K, p) the ideal of A generated by all square-free 
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monomials pi,pj2 “.pik in pi such that (i,, . . . . ik} $ K. We put F(K, p) = 
A/I(K, p) and call it the generalized face ring of K defined by p. If 
p= {A-,, . ..) X,} then F(K) =F(K,p) is the usual face (Stanley-Reisner) 
ring of K [12]. 
Our goal is to represent F(K,p) as the coordinate ring of the union of 
regular varieties and then to show that the corresponding sheaf of rings is 
flasque. For that it is convenient to develop a combinatorial technique. Let 
B be the collection of all non-empty subsets of (1, . . . . rr}. We denote by g 
the subset of 2’ consisting of all non-empty subsets C of B such that there 
are no inclusions among distinct elements of C. There exists the natural 
projection p: 2’\ {fa} + g which maps Cc B to the set of all minimal 
(with respect to inclusion) elements of C. Now, for every Cc B(C # 0) we 
put C+ = {b E BI b n c # fa for every c E C> and C* = p(C). 
LEMMA 4.1. For every C E g, C * * = C (i.e., * is a duality on g). 
Proof Let a 15 C . ** Suppose a # C. If there exists b E C such that b c a 
then for every c E C* we have b n c # 0, i.e., b E (C*) + which contradicts 
the choice of a. Thus for every b E C we have b\a # 0. Put d= UbsC b\a. 
Clearly, dE C+ whence there exists e E C* such that e c d. We have e n a c 
d n a = 0 which again contradicts the choice of a. Hence, C** c C. 
Now, let c E C. Clearly, c E (C*)’ whence there exists de C** c C such 
that d c c. Since C E g, we have c = dE C**, which completes the proof. 
For the following proposition, we put Zj= Api, i= 1, . . . . n. Also for each 
y E B, we put Z.,, = xi. ,, Z, and 7~~ = ni,, pi, and for each Cc B, C # 0, we 
put n(C) = CgEC 71.“. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For every Cc B (C # 0) we have 
? 1, = mc*1. (4.5) 
Proof: Clearly ZZ( C*) c 0 YE c Z, and we have only to prove the 
opposite inclusion. Since (p(C))* = C* and nyepccJ Z, = nycC Z.“, we can 
assume that CE g. We use induction on ) C( . If 1 C( = 1 then (4.5) holds 
tautologically. Fix C with 1 C 1 > 1, an element z E C, and put C, = C\ {z}. 
Since 1 C, I c ) C( , the induction hypothesis implies that nvE c, Z, = ZZ(C:). 
Take r~f7yECz.v=LMlyEC, .” Z ) = Zz n ZZ(C:). It suffices to prove that 
rEZ7(C*). 
Fix an element i E z and represent C: as the union D u E of disjoint sets 
where D=(y~c:(i~y}. Also put u’=u\(i} for every UEB. By the 
choice of r we can write 
r=C ajpj= C ay7tY 
jsz y E c; 
(4.6) 
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for some uj, uY E A, which implies 
ai- C a.+, Pi= - C a,Pj+ 1 ayq. (4.7) 
y E D js:’ ?EE 
Now, we apply induction on 1 z I. If I z ( = 1, i.e., z = {i}, then D = @ and 
(4.6) implies 
r=aip;= C a,,n,,. (4.8 1 
yEE=C; 
For every u E CT* = C, , (4.8) implies that aipi~ I,. Due to (4.3), we have 
a,cZ, whence aie nucC, Z,=ZZ(C:). Thus we have rcZZ(CT)pi=Z7(C*). 
Now consider the case where (z(>l. Put E=Eu(UjEzV {{j}}) and fix 
an arbitrary UE (E)*. Then (4.7) implies that (ai--C,. D a,n,,)p,e Z, and, 
again using (4.3), we obtain that 
ui- 1 ay71,.E n I,. (4.9) 
I.FD UE (E)’ 
It is easy to see that I(E)* 1 < 1 E* I G I C1 1, which allows us to apply the 
induction hypothesis (induction on I Cl) to (E)*. We have 
and 
Ui- C a~n,,~n(~(~))=17(E)=Z,,+n(E) 
yeD 
r- C u,~,EZ=~+ZZ(E)~~. 
y E D 
(4.10) 
It follows from (4.10) that there exists r,EZ7(D)+ZZ(E)p,cZZ(C:) such 
that r-r,EZ,,. Since r and rl lie in ZZ(C:), r-r,EZZ(C:) whence 
r - rl E Z,, n ZZ( C:) = Z,, n (n,, ,-, I,,). Since I z’ 1 < ( z 1, the induction 
hypothesis (induction on lzl) implies that r-rlEZ7((C, u (z’})*)cZ7(C). 
Since also ZZ(D) + ZZ(E) pi c ZZ( C), we have rl E Z7( C) and hence r E Z7( C) 
which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.3 (WCRT in [D] ). For every non-empty C c B and z E B 
we have 
zz+ n z,= n (z~+z,). 
y E c YEC 
Proof: Putting C1 = { y u z I y E C} and applying (4.5) we have 
I=+ n ~,=n({~j* u~*)=n(~:)= n (z~+z,). 
YCC YE c 
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In the rest of the section we will not consider the trivial case where K is a 
simplex and hence F[K, jj] = A. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Z(K,p)=n. yCE max K Z, where max K is the set of all 
maximal simplexes of K and j = { 1, . . . . n}\y for y c (1, . . . . n}. 
Proof Put N = {X 1 x E max K}. Clearly N+ = B\K and hence by 
definition Z(K, p) = ZZ(N+) = ZZ(N*). Applying (4.5), we obtain the result. 
Now we denote by v,, x E max K, the afline variety of IX. Due to (4.1) 
and (4.2), G = a(K) = {u, ) x E max K) is a regular arrangement and X(a) 
can be identified with the poset X(K) of all intersections of maximal sim- 
plexes of K ordered opposite to inclusion. Due to Corollary 4.4, F(K, p) is 
the coordinate ring of U,.,,, K v,. Now we consider the sheaf 
&?(a) = (A,, P,,~) on Z(O). As usual we put P, = Ker P,(XE z(a)) where p.r 
is the natural restriction F(K, p) + A,. 
COROLLARY 4.5. d(a) is flasque. 
Proof: Since P, =Z,/Z(K, p) for every x~X(cr), the condition (iii) of 
Proposition 1.1 follows immediately from (4.2) and Corollary 4.3. 
Now, we are ready to prove the main result of the section. 
THEOREM 4.6. For every algebraically closed field F, simplicial complex 
K with n vertices, and non-singular subset ~7 of F[X,, . . . . X,,], the following 
conditions are equivalent : 
(i) The ring F[K, p] is Cohen-Macaulay; 
(ii) For every simplex x E K and i < dim lk(x) we have 
H’(lk(x), F)=O where lk(x) is the link of x in K. 
Proof: Let P be a prime ideal of R = F[K, p]. Due to Corollary 4.5 and 
Proposition 3.1, the ring R, is the section ring of a flasque sheaf d(a), on 
XP(a) (a = a(K)). Due to (4.1), &(a), is sharp and its stalks are regular 
local rings (hence integral domains). Also due to Folkman’s theorem [4], 
the conditon (ii) is equivalent to the condition (ii) of [ 13, Theorem 6.41 (as 
it was proved in Section 7 of [13]). Now, the result follows from [13, 
Theorem 6.41. 
5. ARRANGEMENTS WITH rk(X(a))<3 
In this section we consider two classes of regular arrangements D where 
we can study the Cohen-Macaulayness of the coordinate rings not assum- 
ing that d(c) is flasque. 
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(A) rk(X(a)) = 2 
On a poset X of rank 2 (with a unique maximal element) all sheaves are 
flasque. Also X is always atomic, ranked, and F-spherical (see [ 131) prelat- 
tice for every field F. Thus Theorem 6.4 of [ 133 yields the following result 
(cf. [9, Theorem 2.8 (5)]). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let II,, . . . . ok be distinct regular irreducible affine 
varieties such that u1 n v, = w, 1 6 i <j 6 k, with regular w. Also suppose that 
the coordinate ring R of ur=, vi is seminormal, Then R is Cohen-Macaulay 
tf and only if dim, w  = dim vi - 1 for every point a E w and all i (1 < i < k). 
Remark 5.2. One can see that the conditions of the proposition imply 
also that the arrangement (v,, . . . . vk} is regular. 
(B) Arrangements of Two-Dimensional Varieties 
First of all, we generalize some results from [ 131 to non-flasque sheaves. 
Let f.7 = {v,, . . . . uk} be a regular arrangement. We do not assume at this 
point that the coordinate ring R of Uf= i ui is seminormal and consider the 
section ring S = T(d(a)). Thus the first step is to transfer the property 
p.x + p, = p, Y ” (x, y E X(o)) of the ideals P, of R to the ideals P: of S (see 
Section 1 for notation). 
LEMMA 5.3. For every x, y E X(a) we have 
pI,+p;.=p:,,. (5.1) 
Proof Since clearly PI, + Pt c P: v Y, we have only to prove the 
opposite inclusion. Let s E P: v y. Fix an element r E R such that p,(r) = 
p:(s) and put t=s-p(r). Then tE P(, and p(r)=s- tE P, ,,np(R)= 
p( P, v Y). Since c is regular, P, v v = P, + P, c Pi + Pi. Hence 
p(r) E PI, + PI and s = t + p(r) E P: + P>, which completes the proof. 
If a E UfX 1 vi then r(d(o, a)) = S,,+) where M(a) is the maximal ideal of 
S corresponding to a (see Section 3). If y, z E X(cr, a) and y > z we denote 
by A,(a) the stalk of &(o, a) at z, by p,(a) the structural homomorphism 
AZ(a) --) A,(a) of &(cJ, a), and by P:(a) the kernel of the evaluation 
epimorphism p:(a) : SMtclj + A,(a). By definition of &‘((T, a), both A,(a) 
and P:(a) are localizations at M(a) of A, and P:, respectively, for some 
x E X(u). 
Now we can generalize Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 and Corollary 6.3 of 
c131. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let X be a finite poset and d = {A,., p,,} a sheaf of 
integral domains on X with the evaluation maps p\-: S = T(d) -+ A,r(x E X). 
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Put P, = Ker p*, x E X. If for z E X the set X’ is disconnected then 
depth,S 6 1. 
Proof The proof of [ 13, Proposition 6.11 can be applied substituting 
Proposition 3.1 instead of [13, Theorem 2.11 for which the flasque and 
prelattice conditions were only used. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let cr = {ul, . . . . vk) be a regular arrangement. Suppose 
that if x’(o, a) is disconnected for some a E uf= I ui and ZE X(0, a) then 
ht(P;(a)) = 1. Then o is gradual. 
Proof Fix a E Ur=, ui. The poset X(a, a) and the sheaf &(a, a) satisfy 
all the conditions of [ 13, Theorem 6.21 except the flasque condition. But 
the latter was used in the proof of the theorem only to deduce that 
Pi(a)+P.L(a) = P.k v Ja), x, YEW , ) o a w ic in the present case follows h h 
immediately from (5.1). Thus the proof of [ 13, Theorem 6.21 applies and 
yields the result. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Zf o is a regular arrangement with the Cohen-Macaulay 
ring S = T(&(a)) then o is gradual. 
Proof: It suffices to check the condition of Proposition 5.5. Let 
aE u:_, ui and ZEX((T, a) such that xZ(g., a) is disconnected. 
Proposition 5.4 implies that depth,;(,, Sw(orj 6 1. Since SMcaJ is a 
Cohen-Macaulay ring, we have ht(PL(a)) = depth.G(,, Swcaj whence 
ht(Pa(a))Q 1. Since z cannot be an atom of X(a, a), ht(k:(a))= 1 and the 
result follows. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let o = (v,, . . . . uk) be a regular arrangement and 
dim, vi = 2 for every a E U:= i vi and i = 1, . . . . k. Let S = Q&(o)). Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) S is Cohen-Macaulay; 
(ii) o is gradual and for every a E UF= , vi which is an irreducible com- 
ponent of some x E X(a), the poset X(a, a)\ {a} is connected. 
Proof(i)= (ii). Suppose (i) holds. Then r~ is gradual due to 
Corollary 5.6. Let a be a zero-dimensional irreducible component of some 
x E X(a) whence the unique maximal element of X = X(a, a) is u = x, = a. 
Since &(o, a) is gradual, we have ht(P:(a)) = 2. Let M(a) be the maximal 
ideal of S corresponding to a. Since Sw(lrJ is Cohen-Macaulay, we have 
depthp;,ab SwcaJ - - 2. Now, Proposition 5.4 implies that x\ {u} = x” is 
connected. 
(ii) * (i). Assuming (ii), it suffices to prove that S, is 
Cohen-Macaulay for every maximal ideal M of S. If we denote by v the 
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unique maximal element of XM and fix a point aE v then we have 
S,,,, = r( d(e, a)). We also put X= X( (T, a), u = v,, and P = M,. If dim u > 0 
then rk(X) < 2 and d(o, a) is flasque. Then the Cohen-Macaulayness of 
S, follows immediately from [ 13, Theorem 6.41 (cf. Proposition 5.1). 
Now, consider the case where dim u = 0 and thus x” is connected. It suf- 
fices to prove that depth SM 2 2. For that we include S, in the following 
exact sequence of S,-modules, 
O-bS,A @ A,(a)-% @ Ap(a)=Cl, 
rk(.x) = 1 rk(v) = 2 
(5.2) 
where 8, is the sum of the evaluations p:(a), m,. is the cardinality of X-” 
minus 1 (YEX, rk(y)=2), and 
where X-” = {x0, . . . . x,}, m = m,,. Note, that (5.2) is a part of the complex C 
from Section 4 of [ 131. The exactness of the sequence at the term 
co = @ rk(x) = 1 A,(a) follows immediately from the connectedness of Y 
and obvious at the term S,,,,. Since G is regular and gradual, A,(a) 
is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and dim A,(a) = 3 - rk(x), XE X. Thus 
depthMAx = depthMiP;(a, A,(a) = 3 - rk(x) whence depth, Co = 2 and 
depth, C’ = 1. The last equality implies that depth, B> 1 where 
B= Im a,. Applying the functor Hom(F, .) = Hom,,(lr, .) to the short 
exact sequence 
we obtain the exact sequence 
0 -+ Hom(F, S,) + Hom(F, Co) + Hom(F, B) + Ext’(F, S,) + Ext’(F, Co), 
II II II 
0 0 0 
which yields Hom(F, S,) = Ext’(F, S,) = 0, i.e., depth S, 2 2. 
COROLLARY 5.8. Let o= {v,, . . . . vk} be a regular arrangement of two- 
dimensional varieties with the seminormal coordinate ring R of uF=, vi. 
Then R is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if o satisfies the condition (ii) of 
Theorem 5.1. 
For planes, this result was proved in [S, Corollary 5.93. For two-dimen- 
sional projective varieties, relations between the seminormality, the 
Cohen-Macaulayness, and the connectedness were studied in [ 111. 
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